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1. Introduction

In spite of the opinions they voice recent figures indicate that most men have not been
significantly raising the time they spend with child care and in particular with household chores.
Different kinds of explanations for this phenomenon have been evoked, among them biological
ones. Our strategy, however, has been to study men who have succeeded in taking time for the
care of their children and for tasks in the household. An first analysis will be presented here
of the results of questionnaires returned by 182 'involved' fathers. In particular the focus has
been on the obstacles these fathers met and on the ways they have been attempting to overcome
them. We have been trying to take into account three levels: the social context, the internalised
norms, and the early-formed personality structure. Theoretically (and practically) interesting is
the finding that most of the men have not had any models which inspired them to become
involved fathers. A number of them did have 'antiheroes' however. A second striking finding
is the important role the partners of these men play. They seem to be strong women who know
what they want. In addition they have a similar labour participation as their male partners. They
generally hold substantial part-time jobs.

In society as a whole women have changed much more than men. Women have adapted to the
traditional male role much more than men to the traditional female role. Titles of studies make
this clear: Slow Motion', The Stolled Revolution2, One Swallow does not make a Summer3.

'L. Segal, 1990
zA. Hochschild, 1989
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This has led some to the question: what have men to gain in becoming more involved in this
domain of old allocated to women? Do they have to gain anything at all? We shall now look
at the answers the fathers in this study gave to this question.

2. What are the gains of being an involved father?

Being an involved father seems to be rewarding particularly in the following three respects:

1.

It leads to a direct relation with your children, which is much deeper and more
rewarding than a mediated relation.

2.

It leads to a more complete life: the best of both worlds.

3.

It leads to a better relation with the partner.

157 fathers (or 86qo) indicate that they appreciate their relation with their children very much.
They talk about tenderness, cuddling, being a witness, sharing important things.

"I am able to witness our children's development myself, and not through the accounts of my
wife." (41)

"Seeing our child growing up learns me a lot and it makes me cheerful." (53)
"All those things my father missed, like observing your child, feeling her rhythm when you are
with her all day." (135)

"I enjoy being with Nikkie very much and I think fatherlmother are almost exchangeable for
her." (126)

"You take part in all new events because you do not come home at night to find the children
sleeping already." (168)

~I'.Knijn, 1993.
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58 fathers (or 32~0) indicate that their being an involved father makes their lives more rich and
complete. They say it makes them more complete persons, no slaves of their work. It is a
wonderful life. It gives insight into yourself, into your own youth.

"It affords a varied life, good contacts with the children and a fresh attitude towards your work:
there are more things on earth than your work." (65)
"Having the time for day-to-day activities with the children. Enjoying the ordinary things, for
which the hurried career leaves no room." (13)
"It invites creativity, playfulness, spontaneity. In short: one does not always have to be such
a stiff, grown up person". (179)

36 fathers (or 20qo) also mentioned their partner. 'I"hey stressed the good relationship between
them, the fact that there was much contact between them, and the good feeling of sharing the
caring: the arrival of the child had led to a new bond between them. Also they thought it
important to create room for their partner.

"An equal and therefore happy relation with my wife." (175)
These remarks seem to be confirmed by the figures about the quality of the relationships
between these men and their partnérs. 86q indicates to be satisfied or very satisfied with their
relationship. Only 2~ is unsatisfied. This is in line with the findings of Arlie Hochschild (1989)
in her study "The second shift".

3. What are the main characteristics of this group of fathers`:

In the first place: how have these men been contacted? Part of them responded to a message in
the Dutch feminist monthly Opzij [to be translated as out of my way, her way]. These fathers
knew names of other fathers. By way of the so-called snowball method I could send my
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questionnaire to some 226 men. 182 of them filled it in and sent it back.` This took them more
than two hours averagely, since there were many questions, some 30 of them open questions.
What were my criteria to call a father 'involved'? I used the following set of criteria: part-time
work now (or in the recent past) andlor parental leave andlor flexible working hours. Only one
father~ that reacted could not be called 'involved' according to these criteria.
T'his is a highly educated group of inen. More than 85~0 of them finished a School of Higher
Vocational Education or a took a grade at the University. Four of the fathers, however, were
working at a level lower than their education would seem to permit.
Most of the fathers, married or not, live together with their partner and one or more children,
91 q of the group. Three fathers do it alone - after a divorce, and fourteen fathers have a LATrelation.

Most of the fathers work part-time. Of those with a paid job, 821o works part-time. We can
specify this figure as follows:

less than 20 jours per week

9~10

from 20 to 30 hours per week

41 qo

from 30 to 40 hours per week

47!

varying -more than 20 hours

'

3 qo

Averagely the part-timers work 27,7 hours per week. More than 90~o works more than 20
hours per week. Many work 32 hours, 32 ~o . So these fathers hold large part-time jobs.
Interestingly, we shall see that in this respect their partners look like them very much.
As regards political engagement we can say that this is a very active group. During the last
elections of the Lower House 95~ of them voted. Their sympathy rested with the left-wing
factions in Parliament. 95~b of them supported these parties. This tendency did not surprise me,

'a response rate of 81 ~o
s father number 90
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but the specific figure did. We can relate this to a study by De Graaf (1993), although in his
study the fathers were of a slightly elder generation.

The mean number of children these fathers have is 1,9.
Of course this group of fathers cannot be called representative for the Dutch father or
something. This was never a the objective of this study. We were aiming at 'involved' fathers.
Our interest lies with this particular group of fathers, with their ideas, feelings, problems and
solutions. But we can add two things to this.

In the first place, the obstacles and incentives of all fathers can presumably analyzed in the same
way. Three levels seem to play a role: social, in particular socio-economic, context, internalised
norms, and (early developed) personality structure. Let me give an example of factors at the
social context level: not only highly educated men can afford and realize part-time work.
Nowadays the same holds for less well paid employees, for instance at VBcD or the HEMA, big
Dutch department stores. In addition, the fathers in this group can afford part-time work
because their partners also hold substantial part-time jobs. This could become a new reality for
other groups of fathers -and mothers- as well. This argument applies to all parents except for
those cases where both father and mother are obliged to work full-time to guarantee the family
income. This situation however would be a crying abuse anyhow.

In the second place, precisely because what we have here is not a representative group of
fathers, it is to be hoped that their experiences can be inspiring for other fathers. There seems
to be a rather large group of potentially more involved fathers.

4. The antecedents of involved fathers: no models, only antiheroes

Our study also tries to shed light upon the backgrounds of these involved fathers. One of the
relevant questions seems to be: are these men imitating their own (involved) father or are they
compensating for a lack of involvement on behalf of their own father. Based on Chodorow's
theory (1978), predictions about the backgrounds of very involved fathers would appear to be
obvious. You would expect that their own father (the grandfather) was at home a great deal;
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that he was a close and positive identification model, and for this reason that his son was able
to identify with him in a very personal way. This would lead in its turn to a stable gender
identity and to the development of caring qualities. In my thesis (Duindam, 1991) I made a first
attempt to check this hypothesis on the basis of the available literature. The predictions did not
seem to come true. In almost all studies that I collected at the time it appeared that is was
exactly the opposite that was the case. The active and involved fathers had, in fact, often had
to miss their own father, either because there was no (longer) a father, or because he was
almost never around. These fathers also had no happy recollections of their own fathers. I took
these results as arguing against the theory of Chodorow.

From my own current research, it also seems that the great majority of involved fathers react
against their own father, who was therefore not a positive model. Fewer than 4qo of the 182
men who participated in this study, state that they were inspired by their own father. Just as
many men state -without my asking this: it is written in the margin of the questionnaire- that
they actually do react against their father. One respondents talked of his "antiheroes".

Generally speaking, models for the men are not there. Only one in four men had one or other
example. 7hese were usually friends i.e. in a good 60~ of cases. These data are encouraging
in as much as the peer group of these men does not play the negative and inhibiting role it is
so often assumed to play: friends have been a source of inspiration for these fathers more than
four times as much as their own father. Moreover, an uninspiring past does not seem to create
an obstacle for these men, on the contrary so it seems.

5. inhibiting factors

7óqo of the whole group say they have experienced inhibitions when trying to realise their
involved fatherhood. The obstacle mentioned most ( 419'0) is the work(ing environment). We
shall give examples of this shortly.

The category 'in myself also scores highly: 309~ of the inhibitions. The examples respondents
give here relate to internalised norms pertaining to a career-orientation and to resistances to
household chores.
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"My orientation of achievement and my being an involved father are bothering each other."

And one father said about household chores: "It is hard to come up with discipline in this busy
job that is not structured for you by other people. At times the work is boring, one is never
finished, and all kinds of more attractive things are lying waiting, making eyes at you." (181)

It is remarkable that the peer group hardly forms an impediment al all (mentioned two times).
Moreover, the peer group has been called the most stimulating factor (3 times) in another
question. So it appears once more, in this particular group of inen that is, that the peer group
does not play the negative role that it is often assumed to play.

This contrasts with what is stated about the family. 12 respondents call their family the biggest
impediment, whereas nobody mentions the family as the most stimulating factor.

Career disadvantages
It is striking that there are twice as many fathers (116) who experience disadvantages to their
career than fathers who do not (58). This must lead to the conclusion that the respondents
experience that their involvement as a father considerably detracts from their career chances.
And actually this figure should even be higher, since some of the fathers do not do paid work
(anymore) and have no career perspective, whereas some other fathers work full-time and are
not too much hindered in their ambitions.

On the other hand not a few fathers who said their career was harmed, at the same time
relativize this fact. This simply can not be avoided if one really chooses for being an involved
father is their opinion. Maybe this situation can be confirmed by two strangely contrasting
figures: 67~0 of the respondents indicate that their career is harmed, but 4190 , a much lower
number, stated that there were problems to be solved at their work.
I have also asked in what respects their involvement as fathers detracted from the career chances
of these men.
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The complex of factors that is mentioned mostly (48 times or 41 ~) has to do with limitations
that follow from their working part-time, their flexible working hours and, incidentally, their
having taken parental leave. Moving up to a new and better job is difficult. Also the most
interesting aspects of the current job are sometimes restricted. This holds in particular for:
coordination tasks, management, direction, policy and travelling. One father indicated that under
these circumstances he could not start his own business. A few other fathers however, seemed
to be able to do precisely this.
In the second place the remark is made (23 times) that being an involved father costs much time
and energy (and at times night's rest) which cannot be put in other things -like work.
Respondents also talked about the 'fragmentation' that the sharing of tasks can bring along.
In the third place (15 times): not being able to go on studying, the missing of courses, colloquia
and conferences.
In the fourth place (14 times): a position has been taken away from them, or they resigned
themselves from their jobs. Others experienced a degradation.
In the fifth place (also 14 times): one is not able to accept all tasks that one is confronted with,
one can not often work overtime, one misses informal contacts, one is not able be part of the
'circuit' enough so that one develops an information leeway.

And finally (5 times) a few respondents complained that they were not being taken seriously
enough, that their voice was less listened to, and that they were viewed as soft-boiled.
Many of these disadvantages -except perhaps the last one- will undoubtedly be recognized by
part-time working mothers who are seriously trying to make a career.
Problems at work
The obstacle mentioned most (41 ~o) is the work(ing environment). We shall now give some
examples of this. Almost all problems had to do with the arranging of part-time work, flexible
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working hours or parental leave, and with the resistance of employers, superiors and -less oftencolleagues against this.

For instance: 34 men felt the strong pressure to work full-time, or more.
"I had to convince the management that 32 hours instead of 40 was a possibility also. At the
same time the 8 hours for this subsidized institution should not be jeopardized. (nu 20)
Two men were confronted with a superior who suongly advised them to drop the idea of
working part-time. One of them was even obliged to take a month to think the matter over.

10 respondents mentioned the practical arranging of part-time work or flexible working hours.
Also the prevention of working overtime, or working at days reserved for parental leave were
named.

7 fathers were looked upon as disloyal; there were complaints that they were not available
enough.
8 fathers indicated they had had problems when arranging their parental leave, calamity leave,
and places at day care centers.
"My employer initially denied thé existence of parental leave. As an executive of the ABVA
(Labour Union) I raised hell."

"People found it hard to accept that I stayed at home when one of the children was ill."
Solutions at work
I also asked the fathers whether they (had) tried to change something, whether they (had) used
a particular suategy.
The most favourite strategy (27 respondents) was one of consultation and negotiation with
superiors and colleagues. Various elements were brought to the fore: be clear in what you want;
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make a concrete proposal, keep in touch and keep negotiating. Try to convince them and if they
adopt a flexible attitude to you be sure to appreciate it.
A number (9) of other fathers stressed the importance of being clear even more so as to leave
no doubt: be assertive, make demands, play it hard. Present you plans not as open for
discussion, but as final.

"I used my parental leave as a crowbar. I worked 12 months 32 hours and I simply showed that
is it possible." (135)
What strategy somebody can employ will always depend upon their particular position and
possibilities. One father wlio had just experienced an unfavourable application now made a plea
in favour of caution.

"Cautiously sound what opinion your future employer has about part-time work. Do not force
anything. Certainly do not come up with it during your interview for a job."

Contrast this with the following remark:

"I had a rather blunt attitude. They needed drivers and they wanted me but I would not drop
my demands." (70)

A number of inen (5) mentioned 'performing well' as a strategy. "Showing that you are not
disloyal." "I have indicated that I want to be evaluated on the basis of my output." "Always
keep one step in front"6

A number of inen (5) mentioned as a strategy to make their working hours more flexible. To
compensate for performing caring tasks at day time they would work some evenings. In addition
they made sure they could be reached by phone by colleagues or customers.
Seven fathers saw as the only option to offer their resignation and to accept another job:

bthis strategy can be rather exhausting -I think- having to be perfect in so many domains.
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"In my last job (personnel manager with Philips) I'struggled' for many years in vain to get a
part-time position. When I could not succeed in this I changed my strategy and looked for a job
elsewhere in which I could work part-time. Three years ago I found it. "(81)

And finally, a few (3) fathers had their right to work part-time -for instance when a child would
come- recorded at the beginning of their engagement with an employer.

6. Stimulating factors
Ii may not be surprising that most of the respondents saw the most stimulating factor for
involved fatherhood in themselves: 42~0. This may have to do with wanting to live a complete
live (see section 2). We have seen before, however, that a lot of the impediments are also to
be found in the fathers themselves.

In the second place the partner is mentioned as most stimulating factor 56 out of 179 times, or
31 !o . In the third place we have (the reactions of) the children: 21 lo .

This leads us to the question of the influence of the partner. She is very influential. This may
have to do with the fact that her involvement in paid labour is very similar to that of him: high
participation, and substantial part-time jobs. It should be noted that this makes the group of
partners also an uncommon and very interesting group.

Most of the respondents said yes when asked whether the ideas of their partner pertaining to
the division of tasks had influenced them 114 against 63, almost twice as much. And
undoubtedly her actual influence will even be greater. For instance one father' who said 'no'
to this question elsewhere remarked:
"The division of household chores has in the course of years come about in particular through
confrontations with my partner."

'father number 106
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This figure means that also with highly educated men, politically oriented to the left, the role
of their partner is very important. Or maybe we could say these men give their partner room.

Let us now for a moment focus on the (114) men who acknowledge the influence of their
partner.

Some of them stress the role of their partner in becoming conscious of the ins and outs of
combining caring and career.

"She was one of the persons who re-educated me in relation to work, household and
upbringing." (119)
"Without her influence I definitively worked 150qo." (28)

Some of the men, however, make clear that they and their partners take the same views on these
issues. They state they have arrived where they are now together. Maybe the partner has
accelerated the process, some add.

"When the division of tasks is at stake our noses have been pointing in the same direction from
the very beginning. Whether this is still the case we continuously check up with each other."
(89)

"For her the sharing of working and taking care for the children is taken for granted so much
that another opinion could never even arise. And the same goes for me actually." (20)

I have also asked the men to give examples of the ways in which they have been influenced by
their partners. I have used their statements to try to find out what strategies their partners use.
I came to the following view:
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Strategies of the women8

In an earlv stage, sometimes even before the birth of the first child, very clear agreements were
made,pertaininQ to the division of tasks. In some cases these arrangements took a conditional
form. Without an agreement there were to be no children.

"She has indicated that she only wanted children if the caring tasks were to be divided." (128)

"She wanted to reach an agreement before our child was born." (71).
"Her idea that one should arrange these things in advance, because otherwise women will end
up doing them." (124)

Suhsequentlv, she sees to it that the agreements are kept.

"She is very keen on my doing my arranged share in the household chores." (63)

"I am to prepaze nice dinners too. She is sure to take caze that my attention for the household
does not decline..." (77)

Usually it is she who puts this issue on the age nda.
"She brings up this issue of the division of tasks more often than I do, whenever in her eyes
things go wrong. In actual practice she has to defend her time more often. Then we discuss our
basic assumptions: what is a fair distribution of the tasks?" (131)

In this whole process they are verv clear and persistent. They know what thev want and they
do not give up. Many respondents said that equally sharing was completely taken for

ranted

~y their partners.

8one of the fathers indicated that his partner was a man also. In this case he (and not his
partner) was the person to be most sensitive to the issues that are under discussion here.
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"If necessary she addresses me in relation to the division of tasks" (17)

"My partner thinks it goes without saying that at home one shares tasks in a fair way." (31)
"Her insistence to come to actual agreements pertaining to the division of tasks." (75)
At the same time she makes clear that she appreciates what is going-well.
"She stimulates me in being a father and a househusband through her positive words of
appreciation and through her demands .." (43)

She intends to give her partner room by trying not to ke~ too tightly in control of things
herself. This is a most important point. Shortly we shall see that she succeeds in this: the men
hardly come up with this theme when asked about conflicts relating to the division of tasks.

"There was no need for me to conquer my caring position." (55)
"On the one hand she expected me to share everything with her in a fair way, on the other hand
she herself did not claim her role as a mother too much." (147)

"She was prepared to change and then I could change -and not the other way round." (1)
She tries to make visible tasks her partner obviouslv does not see.
"She has the gift to show what 'hidden' or invisible tasks join in the taking care of children and
household. In a word, she made clear to me that these tasks can be more exhausting than a fulltime job out of the house." (135)

On occasion she imposes sanctions when her partner does not meet his commitments.
"Her persistence in seeing to it that the agreements are kept helps me to meet my commitments.
When I come home at 18.05 p.m. instead of 18.00 p.m. everybody is having their dinner
already." (177)
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Concl usion
In all kinds of ways these women coach their partners and they stimulate them in taking a fair
share in the caring tasks. They talk, discuss, and negotiate. Conditions are agreed to, and
commitments are made. Progress is guarded, supervised and appreciated. If necessary, sanctions
are imposed. What is hidden is made visible. Room is created for the partner to perform his
tasks. This does not happen in a very rigid way, however: talents and preferences are taken into
account by these couples when dividing chores.

Most of the men seem to have a partner who is pulling the strings. The picture arises of a group
of strong women using 'blue' strategies, instead of 'pink' (De Bruijn, 1985; Hochschild, 1989;
Komter, 1985; Duindam, 1993 (a)).

As we shall see in section 9, some men also use strategies to guarantee a fair sharing.

7. The ins and outs of the relationship with their partner

47~0 of the respondents indicate that there are hardly any conflicts about the division of tasks.
43~o indicate that there are (or have been) problems about this issue once in a while. 6~o state
there are conflicts about this almost all of the time. We can conclude that more than half of the
men have or have had at least some conflicts about the division of tasks.

The following conflicts were reported as occurring most:

1.

My partner is not readily satisfied with my performances within the home: 38~

2.

My partner does not leave me enough room to do things in my own way: 27~0

3.

I feel overcharged by my partner: 17 ~a

4.

My partner does not easily leave things within the home to me: 6~0

It may also be instructive to look at con,flicts that are mentioned very little, like "My partner
does not easily leave things within the home to me ". 7iiis indicates how e,,~j`'icient their partners
are. 7iiis can be a partial explanation for the involvement of their male partners.
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There is not much being complained about in these relationships (in 67~0) of the cases. If there
are complaints they most usually have to do with being tired and with being too busy. About
haif of the fathers state that they and their partners do not have enough time for each other.

The respondents have also indicated whether they felt they got enough appreciation from their
partner for their activities with the children and in their household activities. In addition to this
they were asked the same question about their partner.
Now follows a ranking of the appreciation as perceived by the respondents:
92~0 of the men indicated that they got enough appreciation for their activities with the children.

82~0 of the men thought their partner felt she got enough appreciation for her activities with the
children.

71 lo of the men indicated they got enough appreciation for their household activities.

57 ~o of the men thought their partner felt she got enough appreciation for her household
activities. Moreover, a number of times (9x) the respondents did not fill in this part of the
question. Or they would write in the margin "ask her" or "varying." Once a question mark was
put behind a"yes". And in another instance a man said "yes, less exuberant".

We must conclude that more appreciation is felt for activities with the children than for
household activities. In the perception of the men, moreover, their partners experience less
appreciation than they themselves do -in particular as concerns household tasks.

8. orientations relating to careEr, upbringing and household chores
Most of the fathers (more than 80qo) find their career important or very important. However,
if they had to choose between being employed full-time or being a househusband, full-time
active within the home, a number of them did choose for the latter option. T'his is very
interesting, because it means that some of the fathers estimate both domains very highly at the
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same time. So the idea that the more a father is concerned with his career, the less he can be
bothered about caring within the home, may have to be refuted. (Duindam, 1991, Knijn, 1993)
Most of the men indicated that they did not feel any particular resistances to doing more
household chores. 99 men said they did not, 82 said they did. 1'his is SS~o to 459b. Since a
rather large minority of the fathers in fact did feel these resistances, I thought it of interest to
look into their motives. Moreover, the issue is very important because many studies show that
change in role patterns between women and men stops or slows down here. The questions are:
what are their motives, do they try to overcome their resistances, and if so, how do they try to
do this?

A few respondents indicated that they did not feel any particular repugnance to household
chores, but that they felt stuck by lack of time. However, the great majority of them stated that
they did not appreciate this kind of work.

"In contrast to taking care for children household tasks are rather tiresome...." (19)

"Much of the household chores I find boring and tireome and most of all: it is so unrewarding
to have no results of you work or only so temporary results. ..(63)
"It is deadly boring, dull stupid work. The routine of it drives me mad." (160)

The resistances that men have against work in the household are connected by them with four
themes:

1. their initial idea that it is women's work
"... in particular the image of the 'real man'..." (103)
"Cleaning the windows: everybody can see it!" (9l)
"Household chores were far beyond my standing. I never have seen my father doing them."
(31)
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"Initially one finds it feminine to use the vacuum cleaner or to make up the beds,.." (88)

"ldeas about what women and men should do, rationally I can put these ideas aside, but
emotionally I cannot." (113)
2. the way they themselves have been brought up
"I belong to a generation that in its youth has not even learned how to wash a teacup.
Household work was beyond my stand. I had things to do that were much more important. .."
(68)

3. not seeing what should be done
"I do not like cleaning .. and I am not very quick in seeing when it has to happen." (125)
"I do not see what has to be done; I never leant to look at household chores, so I do not see
them." (158)

4. finding it less important
"I have always considered work in the household as a necessary evil that keeps you from doing
more useful things." (112)

'

"I find household chores so uninteresting that I see all efforts actually as a waste of time." (114)
1 also asked the fathers how they dealt with their resistances against household work.
Many men in their answer spontaneously mentioned the role of their partner. Often they
discussed the issue with her, negotiated, at times quarrelled. Some men complied, or partially
complied with the wishes of their partner after confrontations. Most of the men stressed that
they thought it to be no more than fair vis-à-vis their partner to take their share in the household
chores
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"Urged by my wife I started to do more, slowly but surely, it took at least ten years!" (28)

"Uh well, it grows. One sees the necessity. One also sees that it is fair in relation to ones'
partner." (68)

Most of the men stress that it simply has to happen: 'pull yourself together', 'get over and done
with it', 'bite on the bullet' is the drift of their argument. A number of the fathers indicate that
they are very glad with the char they have hired to do some of the chores. 41 ~ of them have
a char.

It struck me that only one or two of the fathers9 tried to see the value of working in the
household. And yet I think this would be a fine solution -in combination with a better
attunement between the two domains (inside and outside the home).

I shall quote one of the exceptions: "In itself household tasks do not really make a nice activity,
but I see them as part of the choice of wanting to be an 'involved father'. So I tried to make
something nice of it anyhow, I developed my own style." (167)

9. Problems and advice: expert opinions

The problem mentioned most often (50! times -and this was an open question) has to do with
the finding of a balance in all the different activities these men undertake. They have to switch
over and readjust continuously. This makes them longing for a point of rest.
"The transition from my job to my role at home. That switch over takes time and energy -which
is often lacking."

"There is so much to arrange at home and at my work. One is always driving and bicycling to
and fro, going to meetings, shopping, back and forth. So mainly it is the restlessness of it all."

9 The same seems to hold for working mothers, if I can can generalise from my experiences
with them as an audience to my lectures.
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"Finding the right balance in all the different ways you are being addressed by your children,
your partner, your work and the things you want to do for yourself. It may be wise to add that
wC are dealing here with a luxury problem. One has to choose between things that are nice in
themselves, but at times the combination of them can become a little too much."

The second problem (mentioned 17 times) has not so much to do with the finding of an inner
balance, but with the adjustment of all different activities to one another. In the worlds of work
and care all kind of things have to be arranged to ensure the attunement of activities.

"Schools take no account at all of (part time) working parents. I always have to keep an eye on
what my child is doing before I or my partner comes home."
"Inadequate nursery when a child falls ill, or when an urgent situation occurs at my work."

"To adjust our schedules to ane another."

"The organizing of stable day care."

The third problem (mentioned 14 times) has to do with feeling socially isolated. Some fathers
experience that their world becomes smaller:

"The work area (at home, the store) is so limited and small scale."
In addition a few men felt isolated because their contacts with other caring parents (mothers or
fathers) in the neighbourhood were lacking. And finally, a number of inen felt somewhat
isolated at their work too because they were now missing meetings with their colleagues or
other activities.

Advice
33 fathers gave the advice to really choose for fatherhood. One pays a price for this: your
career slows down a little, your social activities are limited somewhat. The gains are much
bigger however: a fine relation with your children, a worthwhile, rich life. Take your chance,
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because you will not get too many of them, and time flies. If you do you, you will not regret
it, you will not suffer a midlife crisis and you will not have to go through life as a disappointed
shunted off grandfather. This option of really choosing for fatherhood can in my view be taken
as a solution to the problem of finding an inner balance, of taking away the restlessness.

25 fathers recommended to develop a style of one's one. Do not adjust too much to your
partner, or to the comments of other people. "Be stubborn." "Do it your way."

11 fathers stressed deliberation and discussion with the partner. They indicated how important
working agreements and clear schedules are in trying to break the power of what goes without
saying.

10 fathers urged not to have your partner taking things off your hands. Do things by yourself.
Take days, or shifts alone with the children. "Send mam on a journey." "Do not permit any
checks on the chores you perform." (eg 102, 115)

10. Conclusion

We have studied a group of fathers who have succeeded in becoming "involved" fathers. They
take more time for their children and for household chores than is usually the case. In this paper
we have investigated their motives: what do these men say they have gained by living the life
they do? Further we have studied the obstacles they met and the ways they have tried to
overcome them. The obstacle mentioned most is the work(ing) environment. Almost all
problems in this area had to do with the arranging of part-time work, flexible working hours
or parental leave, and with the resistance of employers, superiors and -less often- colleagues
against this.

Apart from this level of the social context, a second level also plays a role: the internalised
norms of the men themselves. These can lead to resistances against household chores for
instance. Some men in addition have a hard time in combining their ideas about caring with
their ideas about career. We discuss the strategies our respondents use to overcome the obstacles
at both levels. In breaking 'the power of what goes without saying' (Komter, 1985) the partners
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of these fathers also play an important role. They seem to form a group of strong women
having substantial part-time jobs -like their partners. The strategies of the women are discussed
too .

The third level under discussion has to do with the early-formed personality structure.
According to some theories cazing men imitate their own father with whom they have been able
to identify in a personal way, because he was an available and positive model. However, fewer
than 4~ of the 182 men who participated in this study, report that they have been inspired by
their own father. Generally speaking, models for the men were not there. Only one in four men
has had one or other example, usually friends.
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less than 20 jours per week

9~0

from 20 to 30 hours per week

41 ~o

from 30 to 40 hours per week

4790

varying -more than 20 hours

3~10

Averagely the part-timers work 27,7 hours per week. More than 90Ró works more than 20
hours per week. Many work 32 hours, 32 9'0 .

---the largest inhibition. N - 182.

in my work (ing environment) :

57 times

in my self :

42 times

in my family :

12 times

in my intimate relation :

4 times'o

in the (reactions of the) children :

3 times

in my peer group :

2 times

other :

16 times

more alternatives :

2 times

none :

31 keer

not filled in :

13 keer

If the category 'not filled in' can be counted as 'no inhibitions', which seems likely, then 31
f 13 respondents have experienced no large inhibitions, which comes down to 24~0 of the
whole group.

'o in these instances at least two times the factor of a divorce is explicitly mentioned: no 66
en no 174.
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Does your being an involved father detract from your career chances?
116

no

58"

cannot be measured

1

no idea

1

yes and no

Su

113

not filled in

----------------------------------------------------------------------the

in my self :

75 times

in my intimate relation :

56 times

in the (reactions of the) children :

37 times

in my peer group :

3 times

more alternatives :

6 times

other :

2 times"

none :
not filled in :

~

largeststimulatingfactor. N - 182.

2 keer
1 keer

"e.g. no 134. An exception in this sense that he completely rejects the whole idea of
making a cazeer. Hazdly any father in this study goes as faz as this, although some words aze
used to put cazeer perspectives into their place.
'Ze.g. the numbers 173 en 41. A novelist agrees that now he has less time to write, but on
the other hand the care activities with his son deepen his literazy work. A trainer also states that
he has less time for his work now, but he learns from taking care for his daughter things which
enable him to do his work better.
13retired from work
"having in the past taken caze for a baby of friends (this worked as an exercise); having
been a widower.
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Now follows a ranking of the appreciation as perceived by the respondents:

92~0 of the men indicated that they got enough appreciation for their activities with the children.
829b of the men thought their partner felt she got enough appreciation for her activities with the
children.

719~0 of the men indicated they got enough appreciation for their household activities.

5791; of the men thought their partner felt she got enough appreciation for her household
activities. Moreover, a number of times (9x) the respondents did not fill in this part of the
question. Or they would write in the margin "ask her" or "varying." Once a question mark was
put behind a"yes". And in another instance a man said "yes, less exuberant".

l.an exclamation of one father (nu 42).
2.an exclamation of one father (nu 42).
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